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That unique 
TEMPUR® feeling
The perfect balance of comfort and support.
Nothing conforms and adapts to your body's weight, 
size and shape like the TEMPUR® Material found in 
our mattresses and pillows.

Our unique Material is engineered to precisely adapt 
and conform to your body, absorb motion, relieve 
pressure where you need it.

On TEMPUR®, you sleep deeper for longer every night, 
so you wake up refreshed and with peace of mind 
every day.

TEMPUR® – a mattress like no other.
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Transport yourself 
into a world of 
total comfort
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A Story that's 
out of this world
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Decades of Space Innovation Inside
TEMPUR® Material was first developed for NASA to 
cushion astronauts during space flight. We harnessed this 
ground-breaking technology to create the world's first 
memory foam mattress and pillow.

We have since spent thirty years perfecting that original 
invention to give you a quality of sleep like no other.

Our unique heritage inspires us to go beyond what we 
thought humanly possible. This ensures we continue to 
strive for constant improvement. 

Like NASA, our mission is to create the greatest possible 
benefit for all. That is why we continue to evolve 
TEMPUR® Material to help give you the sleep you need 
every single night.
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Adapts and conforms 
to suit you
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Outstanding Sleep Technology
The space tech in our Material is a closely-guarded secret. 
Only ten people in the world know the formula. TEMPUR® 
Material has been uniquely optimised for unrivalled 
durability, as well as enhanced pressure relief and motion 
absorption to minimise nightly toss and turn.

Precision Engineered For Perfection
Our scientists have refined the viscoelastic cellular structure 
of our Material to respond and adapt to your individual 
body size, shape, weight and temperature for the perfect 
balance of comfort and support.
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Now it's even easier to keep your 
mattress clean with our QuickRefresh 
zip-off cover that's machine washable 
at 60°C.

Sleep hot? No problem. Our 
innovative CoolTouch™ cover 
Technology is the perfect solution 
to instantly help regulate your body 
temperature at night.

Whether you need extra neck 
support or a more luxurious feel, 
we've got that covered too. Our 
range of pillows comes as classic or 
ergonomically designed for enhanced 
neck and head support. 

Why TEMPUR®?
That Personal Touch For Better Sleep
No two people sleep the same way. Whatever your 
preference, we have a tailored solution to help you 
find your perfect fit: 

Whether you need more comfort or superior 
support - or both - our unique Material comes in � 
Four distinct feels to suit your needs. 
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TEMPUR® is about creating the perfect 
sleep experience that complements your 
bedroom style. Choose a mattress with 
a feel that suits you, and select your 
preferred TEMPUR® pillow. 

Then pair your mattress with an 
expertly-crafted TEMPUR® bed.  

Four steps for 
better sleep
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1. Mattress Selection
TEMPUR® offers you a complete sleeping solution 
that complements your bedroom, designed to give 
you the best sleep experience.

See more on page 14

2. Pillow Selection
Quality TEMPUR® pillows to suit your preferred sleeping 
position. Choose regular or ergonomically-designed for 
optimum head and neck support where you need it. 

See more on page 30

3. Bed Selection
Choose from a range of bed frames, adjustable 
bases and complete systems, crafted to enhance 
the comfort of your mattress.

See more on page 36

4. Home & Travel Selection
Take your unique TEMPUR® experience with you 
throughout the day, with our extensive range of 
accessories offering support and personalised 
comfort day and night.

See more on page 39
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Mattress 
Collections

TEMPUR®

A mattress like no other
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We offer you four distinct mattress collections. Each feels unique, offering 
a different style of comfort, but all deliver on our core promise to actively 
adapt and conform to your body's weight, shape and temperature. Four �of 
our  flagship collections showcase what we are known for around the world: 
sleep technologies based on the renowned TEMPUR® viscoelastic material. 

Comfort for every 
style of sleeper
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TEMPUR® Original Collection
Designed for a medium feel 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material on top for a medium feel and outstanding comfort and support. 
The original material is designed to adapt precisely to your body and relieve pressure 
points that can lead to tossing and turning. 

TEMPUR® Hybrid Collection
Designed for a medium feel with responsive springs
Features a unique pairing of our Precision™ engineered MicroCoils and adaptive 
TEMPUR® Material giving you the instant response of springs combined with the 
complete support of TEMPUR® Material. 

TEMPUR® Sensation Collection
Designed for a firm feel
TEMPUR® Material on top conforms to your body to relieve pressure points, while 
Dynamic Support Technology underneath guarantees ease of movement and firm back 
and shoulder support. 

TEMPUR® Firm Collection NE         New
Designed for the firmest supportive feel 
Our most advanced design yet. Featuring TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support Material for night-
long body support. Experience the renowned firm signature feel from where it all 
started - now re-invented for deep sleep. 

Soft Firm

Page 16

Soft Firm

Page 19

Soft Firm

Page 22

Soft Firm

Page 25



TEMPUR® Original Collection
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 TEMPUR® 
Original
Designed for a medium feel 
The TEMPUR® Original Collection is 
all about the core bene�fits that got 
TEMPUR® noticed and renowned around 
the world – for its pressure relieving 
bene�fits and unique responsiveness. 
Space technology allows you to enjoy 
unparalleled comfort and support  
for the entire body.
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Sleep  
Technology
Enjoy body-conforming comfort and 
outstanding body support. TEMPUR® Original 
relieves pressure points and reduces 
unwanted motion in a medium feel.

TEMPUR® Original

TEMPUR® Material
Our ground breaking viscoelastic 
material was first used by NASA  
to cushion astronauts during lift 
off. The pressure relieving material 
conforms to your shape, evenly 
distributing pressure across the 
surface. And, the open cell structure 
gradually returns to its original shape 
following compression.

TEMPUR® Material
Relieves pressure by conforming 
to your shape and weight for truly 
personalised comfort. Motion 
absorption ensures freedom from 
partner movements.

Available with: 
CoolTouch™ Technology
Stay comfortable every night.  
CoolTouch™ Technology keeps 
your cover feeling cool to the  
touch and helps absorb excess 
heat giving you a comfortable  
sleep through the night.

QuickRefresh™ Cover
Our soft and tailored cover easily zips 
off and on. Wash when needed for a 
fresh top. Washable at up to 60°C.



TEMPUR® Original 
Elite

Mattress thickness: 
25cm

Extra TEMPUR® Material for  body-
conforming comfort and 
outstanding support. reduces 
pressure points that can lead to 
tossing and turning. The 
QuickRefresh™ Cover can easily 
be unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR® Original 
Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
21cm

The benefits of TEMPUR® 
Material with body-
conforming comfort and 
outstanding support with 
added TEMPUR® Comfort 
Material Reduces pressure 
points that can lead to 
tossing and turning. The 
cover can be removed for 
washing.

CoolTouch™  

to help you feel cooler.

2cm 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material

8cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material

11cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

3cm 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material

6.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

6.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

Original Collection

9cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material
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 TEMPUR® 
Hybrid
Designed for a medium feel with  
responsive springs
Experience the pressure relieving bene�fits 
of our advanced Tempur® Material and the 
responsiveness of springs in our Hybrid 
mattresses. The Hybrid Collection perfectly 
conforms to your shape and responds to 
your movements providing you with 
outstanding comfort  
and support.
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Sleep 
Technology 
TEMPUR® Hybrid incorporates all the key 
sleep technologies that make TEMPUR® great, 
and embeds innovative Precision™ MicroCoil 
technology for a responsive feel.

TEMPUR® Hybrid

TEMPUR® Material 
Relieves pressure by conforming to 
your shape and weight for truly per-
sonalised comfort. Motion absorp-
tion ensures freedom from partner 
movements.

Precision™ MicroCoils 
Made from state of the art, cold 
drawn steel, each micro coil is indi-
vidually pocketed to provide excep-
tional support. The micro coils work 
together with the TEMPUR® material 
to precisely conform and react to 
your body’s movement. 

Available with: 
CoolTouch™ Technology
Stay comfortable every night.  
CoolTouch™ Technology keeps 
your cover feeling cool to the  
touch and helps absorb excess 
heat giving you a comfortable  
sleep through the night.

QuickRefresh™ Cover
Our soft and tailored cover easily zips 
off and on. Wash when needed for a 
fresh top. Washable at up to 60°C.
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Hybrid Collection

TEMPUR® Hybrid
Elite

TEMPUR® Hybrid
Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
25cm

TEMPUR® Material relieves 
pressure points, with a layer 
of Precision™ MicroCoils for 
support and responsiveness. 
The QuickRefresh™ Cover 
can easily be unzipped and 
washed.

Mattress thickness: 
21cm

TEMPUR® Material relieves 
pressure points, with the 
responsiveness of a layer 
of Precision™ MicroCoils 
support. The cover can be 
removed for washing.

Available with: 
CoolTouch™  

to help you feel cooler.

4cm 
TEMPUR® Material

8cm 
Dynamic Support Technology

10cm 
Precision™ MicroCoils

3cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

3cm 
TEMPUR® Material

5cm 
Dynamic Support Technology

10cm 
Precision™ MicroCoils

3cm 
DuraBase™ Technology
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TEMPUR® Sensation Collection

 TEMPUR® 
Sensation
Designed for a � firm feel
The TEMPUR® Sensation Collection 
provides you with a � firm supportive 
feeling while still allowing you to move 
freely and easily all through the night. 
Experience the pressure relieving 
bene�fits of TEMPUR® Material and  
enjoy supreme support and comfort 
with a mattress from the TEMPUR® 
Sensation Collection.
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Sleep  
Technology
TEMPUR® Sensation combines the comfort and 
pressure-relieving technologies of TEMPUR® with 
Dynamic Support Technology to guarantee full body 
support and ease of movement. 

TEMPUR® Sensation

Dynamic Support Technology 
Composed of flexible open-
cell structure, Dynamic Support 
Technology only found in the 
Sensation Collection adds resilient 
firm support. It recovers back to its 
original shape after compression, 
which means you are able to move 
about on the mattress surface more 
freely.

TEMPUR® Material
Relieves pressure by conforming 
to your shape and weight for truly 
personalised comfort. Motion 
absorption ensures freedom from 
partner movements.

Available with: 
CoolTouch™ Technology
Stay comfortable every night.  
CoolTouch™ Technology keeps 
your cover feeling cool to the  
touch and helps absorb excess 
heat giving you a comfortable  
sleep through the night.

QuickRefresh™ Cover
Our soft and tailored cover easily zips 
off and on. Wash when needed for a 
fresh top. Washable at up to 60°C.
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Sensation Collection

TEMPUR®  
Sensation Elite

Mattress thickness: 
25cm 

TEMPUR® Comfort Material on 
top conforms to your body to 
relieve pressure points, while 
TEMPUR® Dynamic Support 
Technology guarantees ease of 
movement and full body 
support. For added convenience 
the QuickRefresh™ Cover can 
easily be unzipped and washed.

TEMPUR®  Sensation 
Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
21cm

TEMPUR® Support Material and 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material on 
top lightly conforms to your 
body to relieve pressure points, 
while TEMPUR® Dynamic 
Support Technology guarantees 
ease of movement and full 
body support. The cover can  be 
removed for washing.

CoolTouch™  

to help you feel cooler.

3cm 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material

4cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material

4cm 
Dynamic Support Technology

14cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

2cm 
TEMPUR® Comfort Material

4cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material

4cm 
Dynamic Support Technology

11cm 
DuraBase™ Technology
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 TEMPUR® 
Firm
Designed for the firmest supportive feel
Experience where it all started. The 
TEMPUR® Firm Collection is our newest 
and most advanced design yet. Our 
Firm mattresses feature TEMPUR® Extra 
Firm Support Material for night-long and 
unparalleled support. Experience our new 
Firm signature feel invented for supreme 
comfort and deep sleep, night  
after night, all night long.
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Sleep  
Technology
TEMPUR® Firm is designed with an extra layer of our most 
advanced TEMPUR® Support Material for uncompromised 
support and ultimate comfort, guaranteed to give you long-
lasting body support and ultimate pressure point relief.

TEMPUR® Firm

Extra Support Material
Composed of our most advanced 
Tempur® Extra Support Material for 
ultimate comfort and firm support. 
Our Extra Support Material responds 
to the temperature, weight and 
shape of your body for night-long and 
firm body support.

TEMPUR® Material
Relieves pressure by conforming 
to your shape and weight for truly 
personalised comfort. Motion 
absorption ensures freedom from 
partner movements.

Available with: 
CoolTouch™ Technology
Stay comfortable every night.  
CoolTouch™ Technology keeps 
your cover feeling cool to the  
touch and helps absorb excess 
heat giving you a comfortable  
sleep through the night.

QuickRefresh™ Cover
Our soft and tailored cover easily zips 
off and on. Wash when needed for a 
fresh top. Washable at up to 60°C.
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TEMPUR® 
Firm Elite

TEMPUR® 
Firm Supreme

Mattress thickness: 
25 cm 

Advanced TEMPUR® Support 
Material and Extra Support 
Material relieves pressure 
points and gives you 
ultimate comfort and firm 
support. The QuickRefresh™ 
Cover can easily be unzipped 
and washed.

Mattress thickness: 
21 cm 

Advanced TEMPUR® Support 
Material and Extra Support 
Material relieves pressure 
points and responds to 
the temperature, weight 
and shape of your body for 
ultimate comfort and firm 
support. The cover can be 
removed for washing.

Available with:
CoolTouch™  

to help you feel cooler.

Firm Collection

3cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material

5cm 
TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support 
Material

7.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

5.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

5cm 
TEMPUR® Support Material

5cm 
TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support 
Material

7.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology

7.5cm 
DuraBase™ Technology
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The latest fabric technology keeps 
your cover feeling cool to the touch 
and helps absorb excess heat.
CoolTouch™ Technology is available 
on select mattresses.

 TEMPUR® 
CoolTouch™

Designed to keep you cool
Our new and improved CoolTouch™ Technology 
absorbs excess heat and transports it away 
from your mattress to keep you cool and 
comfortable at night.

The advanced cooling cover helps regulate your 
body temperature if you sleep hot at night.



A pillow like no other

Pillow 
Collections

TEMPUR®



At TEMPUR® we believe quality should last. Our pillows come with a 3-year guarantee, 
maintaining its shape over time. Discover our range in a store near you to find your perfect 
fit .

Choosing the right pillow can improve how well your body is 
positioned at night, affecting the quality of your sleep. TEMPUR® 
offers a wide range of pillows to accommodate a variety of 
preferences and sleep positions. All offer the optimal comfort and 
support of TEMPUR® Material, but each uses distinctive technology, 
design and special features to match your sleep preference.

Classic Pillows
Our classically shaped pillows provide a huggable feel in a traditional rectangular 
shape. Each pillow is filled with TEMPUR® Material micro cushions, to adapt to your 
shape for long lasting support and pressure relieving comfort. Choose from a 
range of advanced technologies and complementing covers to fulfill your sleep 
needs for optimal comfort night after night. 

Page 33

Ergonomic Pillows
Our Ergonomic pillows are ideal for those who require optimal support in their 
preferred sleeping position. Each pillow is contoured from TEMPUR® Material, to 
adapt to your shape and provide pressure relieving support to your head, neck and 
shoulders. Find the pillow that meets your sleep needs and experience personalised 
comfort and support.

Page 31

Pillows
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Ergonomic Pillows
Our Ergonomic pillows are ideal for those who require optimal support in 
their preferred sleeping position. Each pillow is contoured from TEMPUR® 
Material, to adapt to your shape and provide pressure relieving support 
to your head, neck and shoulders. 

All our ergonomic pillow covers can be easily removed for washing at 60º*.

TEMPUR® Original Pillow 
This firm feel pillow is designed for optimal neck and spine support 
when sleeping on your back or side. Conforming to your natural 
curvature, relieves pressure around your shoulders, neck and back, 
allowing your muscles to fully relax. 

TEMPUR® Ombracio Pillow  
This medium feel pillow is designed to elevate and support your 
shoulders, relieving pressure while you sleep on your stomach. This 
unique 4 notch design is filled with our TEMPUR® Micro cushions, 
allowing you to hug and scrunch, as youfind your most comfortable 
position for night long comfort.

TEMPUR® Sonata Pillow  
 This medium feel pillow is  designed with a gentle curve and thick 
profile to hug your neck  for cradling support that allows you to 
turn freely from side to side.
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TEMPUR® Original Pillow
This firm feel pillow is designed for optimal neck and spine support when sleeping on 
your back or side. Conforming to your natural curvature, relieves pressure around your 
shoulders, neck and back, allowing your muscles to fully relax. 

TEMPUR® Millennium Pillow
This firm feel pillow is designed to relieve pressure points around your head, neck and 
shoulders for therapeutic support. This unique design tilts forward slightly to align your spine 
while hugging your shoulders for ultimate comforting support while you sleep on your back or 
side.

TEMPUR® Ombracio Pillow
This medium feel pillow is designed to elevate and support your shoulders to relieve 
pressure while you sleep on your stomach. This unique 4 notch designs features TEMPUR® 
Micro cushions, allowing you to hug and scrunch as you find your most comfortable 
position for night long comfort.

TEMPUR® Symphony Pillow
This medium feel pillow is designed with gently sloping contours and a thick profile for 
consistent, all night support without shifting or reshaping when sleeping on either your 
back or side. 

TEMPUR® Sonata Pillow
This medium feel pillow is designed with a gentle curve and thick profile to hug 
your neck for cradling support that allow you to turn freely from  side to side. 

CE mark indicates the product satisfies U 
health requirements.

Ergonomic Pillows
Our Ergonomic pillows are ideal for those who require optimal support in their 
preferred sleeping position. Each pillow is contoured from TEMPUR® Material, to 
adapt to your shape and provide pressure relieving support to your head, neck 
and shoulders. 

All our ergonomic pillow covers can be easily removed for washing at 60º*.
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Classic Pillows
Our Classic pillows provide a huggable feel in a traditional 
rectangular shape. Each pillow is filled with TEMPUR® Material 
micro cushions, to adapt to your shape for long lasting support 
and pressure relieving comfort. Choose from a range of 
advanced technologies including a completely washable pillow 
or perhaps a cool-to-the-touch cover to fulfil your sleep needs 
for optimal comfort night after night. 

All our classic pillow covers can be easily removed for washing.

TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow 
This traditional shaped pillow Filled with 
original TEMPUR® Micro Cushions inside for 
you to enjoy the core benefits of TEMPUR®, 
as it precisely adapts to your head, neck 
and shoulders for night long comfort. 
Available in Soft and Firm feel. 

BreezeTM
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TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow Original 
This traditional shaped firm feel pillow is filled with original TEMPUR® Micro 
Cushions inside for you to enjoy the core benefits of TEMPUR®. Precisely 
adapting to your head, neck and shoulders for night long comfort and 
support.

TEMPUR® Comfort Pillow Cloud 
This traditional shaped soft feel pillow is filled with TEMPUR® Extra Soft™ 
Material for a softer initial feel and sensation. Enjoy the core benefits of 
TEMPUR®, as it precisely adapts to your head, neck and shoulders for night 
long comfort. 

Classic Pillows
Our Classic pillows provide a huggable feel in a traditional rectangular shape. Each pillow is filled 
with TEMPUR® Material micro cushions, to adapt to your shape for long lasting support and pressure 
relieving comfort. Choose from a range of advanced technologies including a completely washable 
pillow or perhaps a cool-to-the-touch cover to fulfil your sleep needs for optimal comfort night after 
night. 

All our classic pillow covers can be easily removed for washing.



A mattress like no other

TEMPUR®

Beds 
Collections
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 TEMPUR® 
Bed Bases
Combine a high quality Bed Base 
with your TEMPUR® mattress and 
experience true comfort.
Use the bed base alone and make it 
into a standing bed with your own 
choice of legs or drop it into an existing 
bed frame. Each of the TEMPUR® Bed 
Bases are available in both a static 
and adjustable version. The adjustable 
version enables you to raise your  
head, body and legs for ultimate 
relaxation.
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 Options
Choose your ideal bed base to complement 
your TEMPUR® mattress.

TEMPUR® Flex 1000 – Manual
Offers manual head and foot adjustment with six 
adjustment positions.

TEMPUR® Flex 500 – Static
A non-adjustable Bed Base made with a light but durable 
construction to support your TEMPUR® mattress.

 TEMPUR® Flex Bed Base

TEMPUR® Flex 2000 – 2 Motor
The two motors deliver continuous variable adjustment 
for the back and legs.



Home 
& Travel

TEMPUR®

A mattress like no other



TEMPUR® 
Home & Travel
Travel, work and rest while 
experiencing the core bene�fits of 
TEMPUR® throughout your day. Our 
wide range of TEMPUR® quality 
products are designed to provide 
optimum comfort and support for a 
variety of needs and activities. 
Each item is contoured from TEMPUR® 
Material, adapting to your shape and 
providing pressure relief to the most 
distressed areas on your body. Find 
the TEMPUR® support you need and 
experience personalised comfort  
day and night.
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TEMPUR® Home
Travel, work and rest while experiencing the core 
benefits of TEMPUR® throughout your day. 

Our wide range of TEMPUR® quality products are designed to provide optimum comfort and support for a 
variety of needs  and activities. Find the TEMPUR® support you need and experience personalised comfort 
day and night. 

TEMPUR® Seat Cushion
The pressure-relieving and body-
conforming properties of TEMPUR® 
Material, evenly distributes your body 
weight to reduce the discomfort 
of numbness caused by prolonged 
sitting. This seat cushion is designed 
to fit omfortably on most offi e, 
dining and accent chairs. For added 
comfort and support pair with our 
TEMPUR® Lumbar Support. Or if you 
need a seat cushion to help relieve 
pressure on the lower back consider 
our TEMPUR® Seat wedge. 

TEMPUR® Universal 
Pillow
A semi-circular pillow for all-round 
use when you need extra support. 
Ideal for use under the knees,  
arms, ankles, the lumbar region or 
the neck.

TEMPUR® Lumbar 
Support
The anatomical shape, versatile height 
adjustment feature and conforming 
properties of TEMPUR® Material, 
combine to gently enforce correct 
posture, that protects and maintains 
healthy spine alignment. Pair with our 
TEMPUR® Seat Cushion or TEMPUR® 
Seat Wedge for enhanced pressure 
relief and lower back support. If you 
need added back support when away 
from home, consider our TEMPUR® 
Transit Lumbar Support. 

TEMPUR® Seat Wedge
The geometric wedge shape 
positions your pelvis forward, which 
helps align your back in the correct 
upright posture and relieve pressure 
on your lower back region.An ideal 
solution for those who work sitting 
over prolonged periods. For added 
comfort and support pair with our 
TEMPUR® Lumbar Support. 

TEMPUR® Long Hug 
Pillow
Versatile in design, allowing you 
to adapt its use for personalised 
comfort and support. Contoured 
from TEMPUR® Material for you to 
hug and embrace, as you find your 
most comfortable sleeping position. 
Its length can easily replace the 
need for two pillows, whilst also 
performing as a support pillow when 
reading or watching T.V in the bed 
or on the sofa. Also, considered an 
ideal comfort solution for pregnant 
women. 

TEMPUR® Leg Spacer
Recommended for use between 
your legs or under your ankles, to 
relieve pressure points and enable 
you to sit or lie more comfortably. 
The Leg Spacer can also be washed 
in between use and can fold away 
when not in use. 

CE mark indicates the product satis�fies 
EU health requirements.
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TEMPUR® Travel

TEMPUR® Transit 
Lumbar Support
The anatomical shape, versatile 
height adjustment feature and 
conforming properties of TEMPUR® 
Material combine to gently enforce 
correct posture, that protects and 
maintains healthy spine alignment 
while you travel.

TEMPUR® Sleep Mask
Experience undisturbed sleep as 
TEMPUR® Material conforms to the 
unique curvature of your face, gently 
forming around the eye area for 
optimal comfort. The head strap 
is easy to adjust for personalised 
support, completely sealing out the 
light for a peaceful night’s sleep 
wherever you are. 

TEMPUR® Original 
Pillow Travel
This pillow includes a convenient 
travel bag, which compresses the 
volume of the pillow by 70% when 
packed. Now you can take your 
favourite TEMPUR® pillow with you 
when you are away from home. It 
holds the same shape and function 
as the TEMPUR® Original Pillow  
just half the size.

TEMPUR® Travel Set
This lightweight set consists of a 
TEMPUR® Topper 3.5 and a TEMPUR® 
Original Travel Pillow, allowing you 
to enjoy the core benefits of 
TEMPUR® Material away from home. 
Your own TEMPUR® sleep system on 
the go, packed into a convenient 
carrier bag on wheels. 

CE mark indicates the product satis�fies 
EU health requirements.

TEMPUR® Transit Pillow
Gently supports the head and
neck, allowing you to sleep more
comfortably while traveling.
Our TEMPUR® Material unique motion 
absorption properties help reduce 
the jolts and vibrations experienced 
during transit.

TEMPUR® Comfort Travel 
Pillow 
Our petite TEMPUR® Comfort Travel 
Pillow, is half in size with the same 
core benefits you can expect from 
TEMPUR®. Its versatile size allows 
for use anywhere you need extra 
comfort.
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Look

Core Technology

Mattress Height

Core Material

Added Feature

Cover

Washable Cover

Guarantee

Compare mattresses

CoolTouch™ 

TEMPUR® 
HYBRID
Supreme

TEMPUR® 
HYBRID 
Elite

Advanced 
 TEMPUR® 

Material with 
Precision™ 
MicroCoils

Advanced 
TEMPUR® 

Material with 
Precision™ 
MicroCoils

21 25

Removable 
Cover

QuickRefresh™
Cover

60ºC 60ºC

10 years 10 years

Dynamic 
Support 

Technology 

Dynamic  
Support 

Technology

21 25

CoolTouch™

60ºC 60ºC

10 years 10 years

TEMPUR® 
SENSATION
Elite 

TEMPUR® 
SENSATION
Supreme 

TEMPUR® TEMPUR®

Removable 
Cover

QuickRefresh™
Cover

TEMPUR® Sensation
Designed for a firm eel 

TEMPUR® Hybrid
Designed for a medium feel 
with responsive springs

Key to mattress 
profile
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TEMPUR® Original
Designed for a medium feel

TEMPUR® 
ORIGINAL
Elite 

TEMPUR® 
Comfort 
Material

TEMPUR®

Comfort 
Material

21 25

Removable 
Cover

QuickRefresh™
Cover

60ºC 60ºC

10 years 10 years

TEMPUR® 
ORIGINAL
Supreme 

CoolTouch™ 

TEMPUR® Firm
Designed for the firmest 
supportive feel 

TEMPUR® 
FIRM
Elite 

TEMPUR® 
FIRM
Supreme 

Extra Firm 
Support 
Material

TEMPUR®

Extra Firm 
Support 
Material

TEMPUR®

21 25

CoolTouch™

60ºC 60ºC

10 years 10 years

Removable 
Cover

QuickRefresh™
Cover

Our most TEMPUR® Material 
for ultimate comfort and firm 
support.

TEMPUR® Extra Firm Support Material

The original TEMPUR® Material 
that conforms to your shape, 
relieves pressure points and 
absorbs partner motions.

Slightly firmer TEMPUR® 
Material that conforms to your 
shape, relieves pressure points 
and absorbs partner motions.

TEMPUR® Material TEMPUR® Material

Works together with  
TEMPUR® Material and 
TEMPUR Advanced Material to 
support you lightly, allowing 
you to move about easily.

Made from state of the art, 
cold drawn steel, each micro 
coil is individually pocketed to 
react to your body’s movement 
and provide exceptional support.

Dynamic Support Technology Precision™ MicroCoils

Works in conjunction with the layers 
above, allowing the technologies 
and materials to maximise your 
comfort and support, for the life of 
the mattress.

DuraBase™ Technology

Provides the firm support your 
body needs by conforming 
to your shape & weight and 
helps distribute pressure 
evenly across the mattress.

TEMPUR® Support Material


